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Stepping Up
I am thankful that we have several new members stepping up to learn what it’s like to be a steward and the duties involved representing your fellow letter carriers. We had a total of 10 people attend the 2022 Colorado Steward’s College in January in Denver, CO.
Those that attended ranged from experienced stewards to those trying to understand the details of what all is included in filing a grievance, meeting with management, and understanding the grievance process. Steward’s College is held every January in the Denver area.
If you think you may be interested in the future, we would recommend you attend union meetings to get updated on what’s happening
in the branch and show in interest in representing your fellow letter carriers.

Along with understanding the grievance process, a steward’s job also includes keeping many
events that happen at work confidential and not discussing them openly on the workroom
floor. We all know who loves to stir the pot and get rumors started in the office. It could be
a fellow carrier or an employee from a different craft or possibly even a supervisor. Do your
best to not get involved and be part of the problem. That’s where you should notify your
steward and try to get the situation stopped before it becomes a larger issue. We usually
don’t come to work to make friends. It does happen but our primary objective is to work so
we get paid and can take care of ourselves and our family.

Richard Byrne, President
NALC Dwight Palser
Branch 324

Having good relationships with our coworkers is a good thing but understand that we won’t
get along with everyone. That doesn’t mean you can’t be polite to them while working with
them. There will be fellow carriers or other employees that you won’t be able to get along
with. Just bite your tongue and get through the day. You don’t have to speak out loud while in your case speaking about a situation
trying to get their attention. Stop stirring the pot. At that point, you are part of the problem and not just a “victim”. If you have an
issue with someone, take it to them and get the steward to sit in if needed. Let’s try to resolve the situation. Many of us have years
left of working together, so let’s do our part to make it a positive environment and not a negative one. The USPS does enough of that
already and expects us to just take it. We are better than that! I usually tell people that I have a set of knives in my back that don’t
match. It’s not an easy job being a branch president much less a union steward. We take the hits and we should know it’s expected.
We signed up for it and know it’s not a thankful job. Either is being a letter carrier. Look at the CCAs in your office. They bust their
ass every day being thrown from route to route and most of the time no one thanks them for their hard work. Some supervisors even
tell them that they can work them 360 days of their tour and nothing can be done about it. Is that the right way to talk to an employee? No! You have supervisors out there who have never carried mail or may have forgotten what it’s like because now they have
restrictions and can’t carry mail but sure tell you how to do your job. I’ve had supervisors and managers that I respected and would go
into battle with right by their side. Then there are others that I wouldn’t trust to do anything related to helping the situation. Be it a
supervisor or fellow carrier/employee, we need to work together to make this operation work at our level. We can only control what
we can control. What level of customer service can we provide to our customers? That’s it. Do the best you can for your customer,
your coworkers and your operation as a whole in your office. If keeping your mouth shut helps the overall situation get better, then
work on it. It won’t happen immediately, but if that’s the case you’ve already determined part of the problem. It’s you and only you
can change it.
As carriers, we are lucky to be only in the office a short time in the morning. We get to enjoy our jobs as professional street walkers
delivering mail and pretty much being our own boss out and about. We know what is expected of us and if there are any issues, we
should notify management to determine how to handle the situation. We don’t get paid the big bucks to make the big decisions. If you
don’t know how to handle the situation, call your supervisor and ask for instructions or advise and follow it. If the advice wasn’t correct, you were just following their instruction. Remember, you can only do your best with the tools you’ve been provided.

The Union Advisor is published several times each year and article submissions must be submitted in electronic format to be included in an issue.
The Editor reserves the right to not print articles due to space limitations.
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House Bills
Postal Reform Act of 2021 - H.R. 3076
Passed the House on February 7th, 2022
USPS Fairness Act - H.R. 695
Status: Introduced February 2, 2021 by Reps. Peter DeFazio (D-OR), Tom Reed (R-NY), Carolyn Maloney (D-NY), Brian Fitzpatrick (RPA) and Collin Allred (D-TX)
Co-sponsors: 277 (218 Democrats – 59 Republicans)
To repeal the requirement that the United States Postal Service prepay future retirement benefits.
Social Security Fairness Act - H.R. 82
Status: Introduced January 4, 2021
Co-sponsors: 256 (192 Democrats – 64 Republicans)
To repeal provisions that reduce Social Security benefits for individuals who receive other benefits, such as a
pension from a state or local government.

Senate Bills
Postal Reform Act of 2021
Status: Introduced by Sen. Gary Peters (D-MI) and Rob Portman (R-OH) on May 19, 2021
Co-sponsors: 27 (12 Democrats – 14 Republicans - 1 Independent)
To provide stability to and enhance the services of the United States Postal Service, and for other purposes.
USPS Fairness Act - S. 145
Status: Introduced by Sen. Steve Daines (R-MT) and Brian Schatz (D-HI)
Co-sponsors: 10 (5 Democrats – 5 Republicans)
To repeal the requirement that the United States Postal Service prepay future retirement benefits.

Articles published in the Branch 324 Union Advisor are the views & opinions of the author and do not necessarily represent
the views of Branch 324, the NALC, it’s officers or the Postal Service. You may reprint the contents of this newsletter provided
that you give appropriate credit.
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TSP = Thrift Savings Plan = Retirement
Hello union brothers and sisters,
While the TSP is only a portion of your retirement fund it can become a large portion with many options.
Having said that, the TSP can also be used to take out a loan. You can have a personal loan and or a home
loan. You will need to log into your account and there will be a calculator with how much of a loan you can
get, depending on the type of loan. There is also a time frame calculator that will give you options and figure what the payment will be. You may be borrowing your own money, but it does have to be
paid back with interest and is automatically deducted from
your paycheck. All of this will vary based upon
Gaylan Olander,
the individual's account balance and possibly how long
you have been working if you are fairly new in the system.
Vice President
NALC Dwight Palser

Now let's back up to building a retirement plan. First off
Branch 324
you are part of the plan even if you do nothing. Not too
shabby, as the USPS contributes 1% to the plan just for
being an employee. You have the option to contribute more of a percentage as you wish up to IRS maximum rules if you want to or are able to. The USPS will match another 4% for a total of 5% if you contribute
5% of your basic pay. That I believe is a no brainer, no matter how you distribute your funds within the
TSP you already made money towards your retirement.
Again, having said that I guess a disclaimer is appropriate here, this is all for informational purposes only
and everyone needs to address the TSP to what they decide would work best for themselves. Once you figure out how much you are going to contribute then you have to decide what funds you want to participate
in. There are several options but when you allocate which funds it has to equal out by percentage to 100%.
After you have allocated and accumulated
some money you can move that money into different funds. So, your allocated funds which come out of
your paycheck each time can be different then the fund you have moved money to. You can pick a particular fund, each with historical returns or losses to look at. The G fund which is basically a savings account is
the only guaranteed fund. Also available are the many L funds which are a combination of funds set for
risk management based on how long you plan to work before you retire.
There are other options with a Roth within the TSP, the possibility of rolling one over into or out of the TSP
depending on your situation. This is where things get to be very specific based on the individual and their
circumstances. The TSP website is really the place to go and check out all the options. I am merely just
bringing this to your attention to get the wheels turning.

Union Yes,
Gaylan Olander
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Want to stay connected and current with what is happening in the branch?
Send your name to:
StayConnected@nalcbranch324.com

Also let us know if you want to be added to the Stay
Connected alerts for the Colorado State Assoc of
Letter Carriers.

Are you interested in learning more so you can be a well informed letter carrier
on the workroom floor?
We started our “Knowledge is Power” training classes, two classes each month. This will be
open to all members. Please RSVP so we know how much food and training materials to prepare
by sending an email to training@nalcbranch324.com

Several COVID-19 related MOUs extended until April 2022
By joint agreement (M-01972), several COVID-19 related memorandums of understanding have been further extended through
April 8, 2022. These memoranda include: temporary expanded sick leave for dependent care (M-01910); temporary use of the
7:01 rule (M-01913); temporary workplace changes to promote social distancing (M-01915); temporary use of TCAs (M-01916);
and reinstatement of temporary additional paid leave for CCAs (M-01965).
NALC and the Postal Service also agreed to another temporary time limit extension on Step B and arbitration appeals (M-01973),
and an agreement giving local parties the ability to mutually develop a sign-up process for full-time employees who previously
did not, or could not, place their names on either the overtime desired list or work assignment list (M-01974). Both of these
agreements will expire on April 8, 2022.
Also extended through April 8, 2022, is a USPS memorandum (M-01914), which instructs managers and supervisors to allow
liberal changes of schedule to accommodate employees dealing with childcare issues related to the pandemic. The memorandum
also provides for liberal sick leave usage for employees who are sick and liberal annual and leave without pay (LWOP) to the
extent operationally feasible, treats COVID-19 related leave as scheduled (as opposed to unscheduled) leave, and directs that
leave taken for COVID-19 related reasons during this time may not be cited in discipline for failing to maintain an assigned
schedule.
Each of the MOUs and the USPS directive can be found in NALC’s Materials Reference System on the NALC website.
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How to request overtime or auxiliary assistance and complete a PS Form
3996, Carrier-Auxiliary Control
The morning routine of estimating your workload for the day is often difficult to do, even for experienced letter carriers. Whether you are just
starting your career or are a more seasoned carrier, the rules remain the same when you believe that the route you are assigned to carry has more
work than you can complete within eight hours, or you believe that you cannot complete all the work assigned to you for the day within your
scheduled time. Below are the steps to take to notify management if this happens.
1.

Verbally inform your manager if you don’t think you can complete your assignment in eight hours. Sections 131.41 and 131.42 of
Handbook M-41, City Delivery Carriers Duties and Responsibilities, the USPS handbook that outlines the duties of a city letter carrier,
require you to tell the manager when you cannot carry all the mail distributed to your route in eight hours or within your normal schedule.
Once you have verbally informed management, the manager is required to tell you what he or she wants you to do. Follow the manager’s
instructions. If you still believe that you will not be able to finish your route in eight hours, proceed to Step 2.

2.

Request PS Form 3996. The next step is to request a PS Form 3996 from your manager. Article 41.3.G of the National Agreement and
Section 122.33 of Handbook M-39, Management of Delivery Services require the manager to provide you with a PS Form 3996 when you
request one. Handbook M-39 is a guide for supervisors detailing their responsibilities when dealing with city letter carriers, but it often
provides explanations to help city letter carriers. No matter what your manager says to you, say the words, “I am requesting a 3996” and
explain the reason(s) for your request. If you are denied the form, immediately request to see your shop steward. If your request to see your
shop steward is denied, make sure that another carrier hears you say the words. Don’t scream the words at the top of your lungs—just
make sure someone other than you and your manager hears you. After you have verbally informed your manager that you don’t believe
you can finish your route in eight hours, have made them aware that their instruction has not changed your belief, and have requested and
been provided a PS Form 3996, proceed to Step 3.

3.

Fill out the form completely. It is important that you fill out the form completely. In the “Reason For Use of Auxiliary” box, you must
write down why you believe that you cannot complete your assignment in eight hours. If your belief is related to your mail volume or type
of mail you have, you should write comments that are specific and not general as to why you are requesting overtime. Your reason also
could be related to your street duties. Some examples: known road construction, weather-related issues, excessive accountable mail, etc.
Comments like “heavy volume” or “route overburdened” aren’t sufficient for this section. Often, there are other circumstances that might
add to (or be) the reason why you will need overtime or auxiliary assistance on a given day. Always list the circumstances that will prevent
you from finishing your assignment in eight hours on PS Form 3996 as explained above. Statements by your supervisor such as, “This is
your demonstrated performance,” and, “You are not making standards,” are not legitimate and do not change the situation. Never let these
comments get under your skin and stop you from requesting the assistance you need. Remember, your job is to do the best you can. Sometimes managers will tell you that you don’t need the requested overtime or auxiliary assistance because of what DOIS projects for your
route. The national parties have agreed that computer-generated time projections are not the sole determinant of your daily workload.
Nothing can replace the opinion of the professional letter carrier.

4.

Keep your cool. Don’t lose your cool. While this process can be frustrating, you will do nothing to help yourself by becoming angry. If
your manager denies your request for overtime or assistance, tell them you will do your best. Then politely ask what they want you to do if
you are not able to deliver all the mail by the time they want you back. Often, their answer will be something like, “I just told you what I
want you to do,” or “Deliver all the mail and be back in eight hours.” Your manager has just put the ball back in your court and placed you
in a situation where you can’t honor their instructions.

5.

Don’t argue. There is no reason to argue with your manager at this point. The only thing you will accomplish by arguing with your manager is to become frustrated and angry. The smartest thing you can do is to just say, “OK, I’ll do my best,” and ask for a copy of your PS
Form 3996. Remember, Article 41.3.G of the National Agreement and Section 122.33 of Handbook M-39 require managers to provide you
with a copy if you request it. Finish your office work and go to the street. Do the best you can. Take your breaks where you are supposed
to. Take your lunch when and where you listed it on the PS Form 3996 you filled out.

6.

Don’t make decisions. Letter carriers get paid to deliver mail. Managers get paid to make decisions. If you realize that you will not be
able to deliver all the mail and make it back to the office by the time the manager approved, you should do everything you can to put any
further decisions in the manager’s hands. The best way to handle this situation is to call your supervisor, per local instructions. If you have
no local instructions, try calling about two hours before the time you are scheduled (the time approved on PS Form 3996) to be back. Let
your supervisor know where you are and how long you think it will take you to finish. Ask whether they want you to bring the mail back at
the previously approved time or finish the route. Follow whatever instructions your supervisor or manager gives you. If the supervisor or
manager refuses to tell you what to do with the rest of the mail, or if you can’t finish your assigned duties in the amount of time initially
specified by your supervisor, you should return to the office within the allotted time and ask for further instructions.

Note: Don’t ever return mail to the office and leave it without getting instructions on what to do with the
mail from a manager. Make a note of what instructions you were given and what time it was.
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Curious About Social Media at Work?
Administrative Support Manual
363 Social Media Policy
363.1 Background & Policy
This policy applies to:
1. All USPS employees; and
2. All USPS contractors, consultants, agents and other Related Parties (as defined in Section 363.7 below). Capitalized terms, unless otherwise
defined herein, have the meaning set forth in Section 363.7 below. Unless otherwise specified, references to “you” and “your” in this policy refer
to all Postal Service employees and Related Parties. This Section 363 of the Administrative Support Manual (ASM) sets forth official policies
regarding (i) the use of Social Media on Postal Service issued equipment (see Section 363.3), (ii) the creation and oversight of official Postal
Service Social Media accounts (see Section 363.4), (iii) Professional and Official Use of Social Media on behalf of the Postal Service, including
the creation of Official and Sponsored Content (see Section 363.5), and (iv) Personal Use of Social Media by USPS employees and Related Parties (see Section 363.6).
If you use Social Media in an Official or Professional Capacity, or if you create, obtain, share or post Official Content or Sponsored Content, you
must adhere to the requirements set forth in this policy. If you use Social Media in a Personal Capacity, this policy sets forth both rules and recommended guidelines for such use.
363.5 Official and Professional Use of Social Media; Official Content; Sponsored Content

The following rules apply to USPS Account Administrators and all other Postal Service employees and Related Parties when using Social Media
in an Official or Professional Capacity, and when creating, obtaining, sharing or posting Official Content or Sponsored Content. Except as otherwise specifically provided in this policy, Related Parties and other third parties are prohibited from (i) establishing or maintaining Official Accounts or posting Official Content on behalf of the Postal Service, or (ii) representing, or communicating on behalf of or for, the Postal Service
through Social Media. Related Parties may (i) post Official Content in accordance with clause (b) of Section 363.4(2), (ii) serve as Account Administrators in accordance with Section 363.4(1), and (iii) monitor and/or respond to user comments, create or obtain Official Content, and create
or post Sponsored Content, on behalf of the Postal Service, if expressly authorized pursuant to a supply-management or other agreement with
USPS and if such action is approved by the Social Media Management Team. Related Parties must comply with all official instructions, guidelines, contract terms, scripts and training materials provided by the Postal Service with respect to such conduct in addition to the terms of this
policy.
Except as provided in Section 363.4, USPS employees are prohibited from establishing or maintaining Official Accounts. Furthermore, USPS
employees (i) must obtain prior authorization from an Account Administrator, an Authorized Officer or the Social Media Management Team, as
applicable, before using Social Media in an Official or Professional Capacity, creating, obtaining, sharing or posting Official Content or Sponsored Content, or authorizing other employees or Related Parties to do so, and (ii) must comply with all official instructions, guidelines, scripts
and training materials provided by the Authorized Officer, Account Administrator or the Social Media Management Team, as applicable, with
respect to such conduct in addition to the terms of this policy.
The rules under this Section 363.5 do not apply to, and do not restrict, your Personal Use of Social Media (for rules and guidelines that apply
to employees’ Personal Use of Social Media, see Section 363.6 below).
1.

Goals. Official Accounts are to be used to promote the Postal Service’s brand, products, and services; to create a community of Postal Service customers and fans; to further the Postal Service’s mission of providing efficient, reliable, and universal postal products and services;
to provide useful notices and information to the public in accordance with the Postal Service’s governmental authority; and for law enforcement purposes by the U.S. Postal Inspection Service. Use of an Official Account for any other purpose is prohibited, unless permitted by the
Social Media Management Team and the Law Department expressly in writing.

2.

Protect the Postal Service and your reputation. The web is not anonymous. Generally, everything that you post is accessible t o anyone with
a browser. Assume that everything you post can be traced back to the Postal Service and to you personally. Avoid any statement or comment that might harm the Postal Service’s reputation or brand. When using Social Media in a Professional Capacity, be transparent about
your role at the Postal Service and disclose that your views are your own and do not necessarily represent the views of the Postal Service.

3.

Refer any media inquiries to Corporate Communications. If your official blog or other Official Account receives a media inquiry about the
Postal Service or its products, services, or employees, you must call Corporate Communications at (202) 268-2155. Do not respond to any
inquiries from the media.

The above sections listed in the ASM are just a small example of the rules pertaining to social media at work. Please review the ASM Section
363 if you have any further questions or concerns.
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27 pay periods in 2022 leave year and its effect on annual leave earning
Each year, the leave year begins with the first day of the first complete pay period in a calendar year and ends on the day before the first day of
the first complete pay period in the following calendar year. For 2022, the leave year began Jan. 1, 2022 (Pay Period 02-22) and ends Jan. 13,
2023 (Pay Period 02-23) for a total of 27 pay periods.
Therefore, employees may earn one additional pay period’s worth of annual leave during the 2022 leave year as compared to the typical 26 pay
period leave year. For a full-time employee, the extra pay period amount will be 4, 6, or 8 hours, depending on the employee’s leave earning category. Part-time letter carriers earn leave based on the number of work hours during the pay period up to the same amount of leave earned by fulltime employees. CCAs are credited with one hour of annual leave for each twenty hours spent in a pay status during each biweekly pay period.
Although employees may earn one additional pay period’s worth of annual leave during leave year 2022, the annual leave carryover maximums
will not increase because of it. Employees must use any annual leave in excess of the carryover limit that applies to them by the end of leave year
2022 (Jan. 13, 2023) or they will forfeit the hours of annual leave that are in excess of their carryover limit. Any additional leave earned by CCAs
will be paid out when they take their mandatory break in service between appointments.

Fifth contract COLA set at $1,331
The fifth regular cost-of-living adjustment (COLA) for career letter carriers under the 2019-2023 National Agreement is $1,331 annually following the release of the January Consumer Price Index. This increase will be added to every step in Table 1 and Step O in Table 2, and then applied
proportionately to Steps A through N in Table 2. The increase will be effective on Feb. 26.

Interpretive dispute filed over PTF Step AA
NALC has filed an interpretive dispute over the Postal Service’s method of calculating overtime pay, Sunday premium pay, general wage increases, and cost of living adjustments (COLAs) for part-time flexible employees in Step AA. This dispute centers around Article 9 Section 8 and Article 11 Section 7 of the 2019 National Agreement and how they interact with each other.
Article 9 Section 8 states “[t]he Step AA Hourly Basic Rate will be equal to Step A of the Full-Time/Part-Time Regular Employees Hourly Basic
Rate in Table Two.” Although, at the start of the term of the current collective bargaining agreement, the Postal Service paid this amount to Step
AA PTFs for straight time, NALC discovered that it used a lower hourly rate to calculate overtime and Sunday premiums.

NALC’s position is that their overtime, and Sunday premium pay should be the same as FTR/PTR Step A.
When PTF Step AA went into effect, the hourly basic rate was $19.88. However, the Postal Service manufactured a new lower annual rate which
generated a lower hourly rate of $19.12 as a base for calculating the overtime and Sunday premium for carriers in PTF Step AA. This resulted in
PTFs in Step AA to be under paid by $1.15 for each hour of regular overtime and $0.19 for each straight time hour worked on a Sunday. This
error has been compounded over time and now sits at $1.21 for regular overtime and $0.20 for Sunday premium after the release of the January
COLA effective February 26.
Additionally, the Postal Service is calculating general wage increases and COLAs for PTFs in Step AA using its manufactured lower annual rate.
This includes falsely creating and using a lower proportion of COLA. This has resulted in an hourly rate for PTF Step AA which no longer equals
FTR/PTR Step A. This deviation will continue to compound over time as more general wage increases and COLAs are received.
Furthermore, with the addition of the Juneteenth National Independence Day holiday, the Postal Service’s misapplication of Article 11.7 is creating an even larger straight time hourly rate deviation between PTF Step AA and FTR/PTR Step A.
The grievance is currently scheduled for national arbitration before Arbitrator Dennis Nolan on April 21.
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Steward Contact Information
Greeley Main

Greeley Installation

Sterling Office

Richard Byrne -

Martin Martinez (Alternate)

Paula Schmitt -

richardbyrne@nalcbranch324.com

martinez@nalcbranch324.com

schmitt@nalcbranch324.com

970-576-8507

970-518-7383

970-520-4684

Melinda Keil (Alternate)

Randy Ramsey (Alternate)

Trisha Serrato (Alternate)

keil@nalcbranch324.com

ramsey@nalcbranch324.com

serrato@nalcbranch324.com

303-669-6446

970-576-2468

970-571-3213

Greeley Downtown Station

Quinn Brong (Alternate)

Gaylan Olander -

brong@nalcbranch324.com

OWCP Steward

olander@nalcbranch324.com

720-934-4706

Workman’s Compensation

970-381-4823

Joe Costinett

Micah Washburn (Alternate)

costinett@nalcbranch324.com

washburn@nalcbranch324.com
970-631-0911

Joint Statement on Violence and Behavior in the Workplace
Origin of Statement

NALC, other postal unions, the Postal Service and three postal supervisors’ organizations created and signed the Joint Statement on Violence
and Behavior in the Workplace in Feb. 1992. They drafted the statement at a meeting held in the wake of tragic shootings of postal workers in
Royal Oak, MI, in Nov. 1991.
In the statement, the organizations committed to dignity, respect and fairness for all postal employees as a fundamental human right. They also
promised to rid USPS of the harassing, intimidating and abusive behavior that can lead to workplace violence, and they promised to deny rewards to those who violated that right and to remove repeat offenders from the Postal Service.
Six months later, the same parties issued a second joint statement, committing to continue their dialogue and pursue the first statement's mandate of a safer, more harmonious and productive workplace.
Joint Statement on Violence, Feb. 14, 1992. The initial, groundbreaking statement signed by USPS, NALC and several other postal
organizations. M-01242
Supplemental Joint Statement on Violence. Supplemental statement issued in 1992. M-01243
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TO:

NALC Branch 324
P.O. Box 324
Greeley, CO 80632

Dwight Palser
Branch 324
NALC Branch 324 Officers & Stewards
Officers

Stewards

President - Richard Byrne
Vice President - Gaylan Olander
Treasurer - Isaiah Nothem
Secretary - Corrie Gonzalez
Trustees - John Thompson, Kent Hoffman, Martin

Richard Byrne - Greeley Main, Evans, Eaton, Brush,

Director of Retired Members - Patty Truesdell
Director of Health Benefits - Joe Costinett
Sergeant of Arms - Brett Truesdell

Sterling Office - Trisha Serrato

Martinez

Fort Morgan

Gaylan Olander - Greeley Downtown Station
Paula Schmitt - Sterling Office
Alternate Stewards
Greeley Installation - Martin Martinez, Quinn Brong,
Micah Washburn, Randy Ramsey, Melinda Keil
Contact information is on page 9 of the newsletter

Letter Carrier Political Fund
By making a contribution to the Letter Carrier Political Fund, you are doing so voluntarily with the understanding that your contribution is not a condition of
membership in the National Association of Letter Carriers or of employment by the Postal Service, nor is it part of union due s. You have a right to refuse to
contribute without any reprisal. The Letter Carrier Political Fund will use the money it receives to contribute to candidates for federal office and undertake
other political spending as permitted by law. Your selection shall remain in full force and effect until cancelled. Contributions to the Letter Carrier Political
Fund are not deductible for federal income tax purposes. Federal law prohibits the Letter Carrier Political Fund from soliciting contributions from individuals
who are not NALC members, executive and administrative staff or their families. Any contribution received from such an individual will be refunded to that
contributor.

